Abstract-In order to effectively retrieve required information from the large amount of information collected from the Internet, document clustering in text mining becomes a popular research topic. Clustering is the unsupervised classification of data items into groups without the need of training data. Many conventional document clustering methods perform inefficiently for large document of collected information and require special handling for high dimensionality and high volume. We propose the OCFI (Ontology and Closed Frequent Itemset-based Hierarchical Clustering) method, which is a hierarchical clustering method developed for document clustering. OCFI uses common words to cluster documents and builds hierarchical topic tree. In addition, OCFI utilizes ontology to solve the semantic problem and mine the meaning behind the words in documents. Furthermore, we use the closed frequent itemsets instead of only use frequent itemsets, which increases efficiency and scalability. The experimental results reveal that our method is more effective than the well-known document clustering algorithms. The clustering results can be used in the personalized search service to assist users to obtain the information they need.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the popularity of the Internet, a large number of documents, reports, e-mails, and web pages cause the information overload problem. Many enterprises spend lots of manpower on organizing these unstructured data into a logical structure for later use. In order to save the manpower and find interesting knowledge effectively, text mining becomes more and more important. Text mining also refers to as text data mining [1] - [4] , roughly equivalent to text analytics, refers to the process of deriving high-quality information from text. People usually use methods in data mining to find interesting information from text, such as the well-known data mining methods association rule mining [4] - [6] , classification [7] - [8] , clustering [9] - [10] , etc.
The main difference between data mining and text mining is the type of input data. Data mining focuses on the logical and structured data, such as transactions in the large database; and text mining usually focuses on the unstructured documents. In order to use data mining methods to extract information from text, text mining usually involves the process of parsing the input text, mining valuable information through the analysis models, and finally evaluating and interpreting the output. However, most of the text mining algorithms do not have enough capability to solve the problems from text mining, because many methods are modifications of traditional data mining algorithms that were originally designed for relational database. Therefore, traditional clustering algorithms become impractical in real-world document clustering which requires special handling for high dimensionality, high volume, and ease of browsing.
Fung proposed Frequent Itemset-based Hierarchical Clustering (FIHC) [11] method to solve the problems from traditional algorithms. FIHC is a hierarchical clustering method developed for document clustering. Clustering or cluster analysis is the task of assigning a set of objects into groups, called clusters, so that the objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters. Clustering is a main topic of data mining algorithm, and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many fields, including machine learning, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics.
A major breakthrough of FIHC is that the clustering algorithm utilizes an important notion, frequent itemset, in association mining to cluster documents. The intuition of FIHC is that there exist some common words for each cluster, and FIHC use such words to cluster documents and build hierarchical topic tree. However, FIHC algorithm only used the keyword in document set to cluster documents, but ignored the semantic problem and the meaning behind the words. Therefore, the accuracy of FIHC in the Chinese document set is reduced.
In order to improve the accuracy in clustering Chinese documents, in this paper, we proposed an improved method named OCFI (Ontology and Closed Frequent Itemset-based Hierarchical Clustering). OCFI uses common words to cluster documents and builds hierarchical topic tree. In addition, OCFI utilizes ontology to solve the semantic problem and mine the meaning behind the words in documents. Furthermore, OCFI uses the closed frequent itemsets instead of only using frequent itemsets, which can increase efficiency and scalability. Because OCFI makes use of association rule mining to cluster documents, we will briefly explain association rule mining in the following.
In data mining, association rule mining is a popular and well known method for discovering interesting relations, associations, frequent patterns between objects or items in large databases. Market basket analysis is a typical example of association rule mining on transaction database. It finds out customer buying habits by extracting associations among Because OCFI is a hierarchical clustering method that combines closed frequent itemset and ontology to cluster documents [12] - [14] . We will make a brief introduction to ontology. Ontology [15] - [17] is the structural frameworks for organizing information and is widely used in information analysis field, such as artificial intelligence (AI), Semantic analysis. In computer and information science, ontology structure formally represents a set of concepts and knowledge within a domain, where we could obtain additional information by the relationships between those concepts. Because the construction of ontology do not have a recognized standard, the creation of domain ontology is fundamental to the definition and use of an enterprise architecture framework.
This paper is divided into four sections: The proposed method OCFI is presented in section II. OCFI could be further divided into five steps: document preprocessing, translation by ontology, using association rule mine frequent terms, document clustering, and showing the clustering results by building cluster tree. In section III, we compared our algorithm with the well-known clustering methods by using experimental results and analysis. In section IV, we make a brief conclusion for this paper.
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The purpose and contribution of this paper is to construct an automated document clustering system. Most document clustering algorithms employ several document preprocessing steps to organize the unstructured data into a logical structure for later use. Those steps include parsing and removing stop words. Stop words are the most common words in a language, but they do not convey any significant information so they are stripped from the document set.
After fragmenting documents into independent terms and removing unused words, our method uses ontology to solve the semantic problem and mine the meaning behind the words in documents. Fig. 1 is the ontology structure used in this paper. To solve the semantic problem between words in document, we compare each word with the node in the ontology. The comparison steps of synonymous could be divided into several parts, which is shown in the following flow diagram of Fig. 2 .
After capturing a word T, OCFI compares T with each node in the ontology. If T matches any one node in the ontology, then we keep this word and do the next step, mining the meaning behind the word T. On the other hand, if T is different from all nodes in the ontology, OCFI does a further check by comparing T with the synonymous field of each node in the ontology. Because the synonymous fields of each node may be more than one, word T must compare with the synonyms one by one. If T matches any one node in ontology, we replace T with the name of the node, and mine the meaning behind the word T. If word T matches any one node in the ontology, OCFI starts the other procedure to mine the meaning behind T. If the parent node P in the ontology of T is not the root, OCFI adds the parent node P into document, and checks the parent of P recursively until the parent of P is the root. Fig. 3 shows the process step by step. Before document clustering, we first introduce some definitions. A global frequent "itemset" (common words) refers to a set of items (words) that appear together in more than a user-specified threshold of the document set; and a global frequent "item" refers to an item that belongs to some global frequent itemset.
After solving the semantic problem and mining the meaning behind words, the document set is organized into logical structure for association rule mining. The main idea of our clustering algorithm is based on an observation: the documents under the same topic should share a set of common words. In association rule mining, the common words are regarded as frequent itemsets. OCFI builds FP-tree structure [18] - [20] and uses FP-growth method to find out all common words (closed frequent itemset) from document set. Fig.4 is a document set that contains twelve documents and there topics, and Fig. 5 shows the result of finding out common words. 
A. Constructing Initial Clusters
The initial clusters are constructed by each global closed frequent itemset (common words). All the documents containing this itemset (words) are included in the same cluster. Since a document usually contains more than one global closed frequent itemset (common word), the same document may appear in more than one initial cluster; in other words, initial clusters may be overlapped. The purpose of initial clusters is to ensure the property that all the documents in a cluster contain all the items in the global frequent itemsets that define the cluster. We use this global closed frequent itemsets (common words) as the cluster label to identify the cluster. The cluster label has two other functions. First, we use those cluster labels to build a hierarchical structure, called cluster tree, where cluster tree is the finally result of document clustering. Second, the meaningful cluster labels make user browse easier. We remove the overlapping of clusters in subsection B. Fig. 6 shows the result of the initial clustering. 
B. Removing the Overlapping Problem
In this step, we assign a document to the best-fit cluster so that each document belongs to exact one cluster. The measuring function used in OCFI is the same as used in FIHC, where Equation (1) shows the function in detail. Equation (1) measures the fitness of an initial cluster C i for a document D i . To make clusters non-overlapping, we assign each D i to the initial cluster C i of the highest Score (C i  D i ). After this assignment, each document belongs to only one cluster. 
After using the measuring function to find the best-fit cluster for each document, the overlapping problem is removed. We could understand the topic of a document by the cluster label. Fig. 7 shows the final result of document clustering. We will build a hierarchical structure named cluster tree in the next subsection. 
C. Building Cluster Tree
OCFI builds the cluster tree bottom-up. The method finds out the best-fit parent cluster P for each cluster by the cluster label. We use Equation (1) to measure and choose the best parent cluster for each cluster. The cluster tree for the document set in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 8 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section shows the experimental evaluation of our method (OCFI) and compares its results with those of several popular document clustering algorithms, such as FIHC, k-means, and Bisecting k-means. The document sets are collected by manpower. Table I shows detail of the document sets. We use F-measure to measure the accuracy of our method. F-measure produces a balanced measure of precision and recall rates, and is also a standard evaluation method for both flat and hierarchical clustering structures. The accuracies of our method (OCFI) are shown in Table II and Table III , and the comparison of our results with those of several popular clustering algorithms is shown in Table IV .
The experimental results reveal that the proposed approach has more accurate clustering results than those of other well-known methods. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Most traditional clustering methods do not satisfy the special requirements for document clustering, such as high dimensionality, high volume, and ease of browsing with meaningful cluster labels. This paper proposes a method combining ontology and closed frequent itemsets for document clustering.
The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed method has more accurate clustering results than those of other well-known clustering algorithms, including FIHC algorithm, on various types of document sets, even when the number of clusters is unknown. We use the low-dimensional feature vector, which is composed of global closed frequent items, in place of the original high-dimensional document vector. Because the proposed method utilizes closed frequent items instead of frequent items, and low-dimensional feature vector instead of vector space model, our algorithm is more efficient and scalable than others. In addition, since the clustering result of OCFI is a cluster tree where the nodes can be treated as topics and subtopics, user can easily navigate different topics in the document set through the tree. Each topic has a label which concisely summarizes the members in the cluster and the method does not require additional processing to generate these cluster labels. Moreover, the clustering results can be used in the personalized search service to assist users to obtain the information they need.
